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Easily confused words: 
1.     The yolk/yoke of my egg is almost orange! 

2.     I burned my palate/pale e on a hot corn of cob that I was ea ng. 
 

Correct the sentence: 

1. If people want to live longer healthier lives they will need to make be er food and 
fitness choices 

2. Whenever he trained he performed be er 
 

Parts of Speech Find the verbs in the sentences: 

1. The pizza tastes good. 

2. I need some chocolate.  
 

Hyperbole or Personifica on: 

1. My heart jumped when you walked in so quietly.  

2. I’m so hungry, I could eat a hippo!  

 

Correct Spellings 

1. millennium / millenium  

2. outrageous / outragous [ 
 

True or False: 

1. If a plural noun doesn’t end is s, add an es.  (add ‘s —book’s table of contents) 

2. A colon is always used to separate the hour and the minute in me.  (5:30, 6:00) 
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Easily confused words: 
1.     The yolk/yoke of my egg is almost orange! 

2.     I burned my palate/pale e on a hot corn of cob that I was ea ng. 
 

Correct the sentence: 

1. If people want to live longer, healthier lives, they will need to make be er food and 
fitness choices. 

2. Whenever he trained, he performed be er. 
 

Parts of Speech Find the verbs in the sentences: 

1. The pizza tastes good. 

2. I need some chocolate.  
 

Hyperbole or Personifica on: 

1. My heart jumped when you walked in so quietly. P 

2. I’m so hungry, I could eat a hippo! H 

 

Correct Spellings 

1. millennium / millenium  

2. outrageous / outragous [ 
 

True or False: 

1. If a plural noun doesn’t end is s, add an es. F (add ‘s —book’s table of contents) 

2. A colon is always used to separate the hour and the minute in me. T  (5:30, 6:00) 
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